
Check again whether the free end is
wrapped around the heel strap. This
prevents it from slipping down.

Lacing Instructions

Put the Geniale Sandale in front of
you. Then slip in as in the picture and
make sure that the back string is
around your heel.

Then wrap the free end of the cord
over the front all around your ankle
one time.

Now move the end of the string forward
towards your toes as shown in the picture.



Now tie a normal knot. Place the free
end over the strap on the back of
your foot and make a loop.

Now thread the cord from the top
through the front strap and tighten it.
The tighter you pull, the tighter the
sandal sits on your foot.

Tighten the knot
- and your sandals are ready!

You can cut off the protruding end if
necessary and briefly melt it with a
lighter to prevent it from fraying.

Enjoy your Geniale Sandale!



Here the band is
wrapped around the
ankle only once, instead
of twice as shown
above. 

Here are other ways to lace up your sandals.

Here you can see the
popular Slip-On | Slip-Off
variant. This has the
advantage that you do
not have to open the
knot every time and can
just slip out.

Variants

You can find more
inspiration on the
website. We look forward
to new ideas!



Cutting Instructions

The best thing to do is to walk around
a little bit to see how much space
your feet actually need.
Then draw your feet with a pencil with
about half a centimeter of buffer.

Cut along the drawn line with sharp
scissors - your sandals are adapted to
your feet.

Enjoy your Geniale Sandale!

If your sandals are too big you can easily
adjust them yourself.


